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Abstract

The SharedPlans formalization of collaboration (Grosz and
Kraus 1999) stipulates that collaborating agents must commit
to certain decision-making processes, but it does not spec-
ify those processes. This paper presents a mechanism for
group decision making that may be applied to the decisions
that agents involved in a SharedPlan need to make: adopting
the initial commitment, selecting a recipe, assigning agents
to subtasks, and identifying various action parameters. The
paper thus more fully specifies the dynamic expansion of a
partial SharedPlan to a more complete plan. The decision-
making mechanism is represented by a fixed, fully-specified
SharedPlan. A set of speech acts and conditions under which
those speech acts invoke the decision-making SharedPlans
are also defined. The definition of theforce of declarative
speech acts is based on Searle’s notion of constitutive rules
(Searle 1998).

Introduction
SharedPlans (Grosz and Kraus 1999) is a theory of collab-
orative planning that specifies the mental-state requirements
of agents collaborating on a group activity. A group of
agents holding a certain set of individual intentions, beliefs,
and mutual beliefs are said to have a SharedPlan.

Typically, a group’s plan is partial: they may not yet have
selected a recipe, decided which agents should do which
subtasks, or selected values for various parameters. When
plans are partial, the SharedPlans formalization specifies
that the group must be committed to certain group decision-
making processes, but it does not define those processes. In
particular, it does not specify how a group of agents having
a partial SharedPlan might make the group decisions needed
to complete the plan.

In this paper, we present a generic voting-based group-
decision-making mechanism that we represent as a fixed,
fully-specified SharedPlan that agents may invoke directly
using declarative speech acts. We show how this mecha-
nism can be applied to the decisions that must be made by a
group of agents collaborating on some group activity.

The voting process in the decision-making mechanism
uses declarative speech acts. We define theforce (Searle
1998) of declarative speech acts composing the group
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decision-making process in such a way that the group de-
cisions arising from this process transform agent beliefs and
intentions only in ways such that agents continue to satisfy
the requirements of a SharedPlan as their plan evolves.

The definition of the force of the declarative speech act is
based on Searle’s theory of the construction of social real-
ity (Searle 1998). In this theory, institutional facts (e.g., that
Bill Clinton is the President of the United States) are distin-
guished from brute facts (e.g., that the Space Shuttle weighs
over 500 pounds). Institutional facts exist only within sys-
tems ofconstitutive rules(i.e., rules that not only regulate
an activity, but also create its very possibility). For example,
the rules of chess are constitutive: without them there can
be no game. Furthermore, the rules have a specific form:X
counts asY in the contextC. In chess, moving my knight
to the space occupied by your bishop in the context of it be-
ing my turn counts as my knight capturing your bishop. In
specifying voting speech acts, we treat the type of decision
as part of the context. This permits a single voting-based
mechanism to be used for every type of decision faced by
agents collaborating on a SharedPlan.

Preliminaries
In this section, we present axiomatizations for conditional
actions and for declarative and assertive speech acts. Belief,
mutual belief, intention to (do an action), and intention that
(a proposition hold) are modeled using the modal operators,
Bel , MB , Int :To andInt :Th (Grosz and Kraus 1999).

Conditional Actions
An example of a conditional action is: “If the phone rings,
answer it.” We model conditional actions of the form:
if � then A, where� is a triggering condition andA is a
single-agent action.1 In this paper, the actions being trig-
gered are mental actions (e.g., adopting an intention). We
define the conditional actionsCTo andCTh by:

CTo(�;X): if � then Adopt :Int :To(X)

CTh(�;  ): if � then Adopt :Int :Th( )

whereX is a single-agent action and is a proposition.
CTo(�;X) is interpreted as: “If� becomes true, adopt an

1Conditional actions can also be constructed as expressions
from standard operators in dynamic logic (Ortiz 1999b).
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intention to do X”;CTh(�;  ) is interpreted as: “If� be-
comes true, adopt an intention that hold.”2

We assume that if a groupGR mutually believe both that
(1) an agentG intends—in the event of�—to adopt some
other intention, and (2) thatG believes�, thenGR mutually
believe thatG actually adopts the new intention, as repre-
sented by the following axiom schemata:

(R1) MB(GR; Int :To(G;CTo(�;X)) ^ Bel (G; �))
) MB(GR; Int :To(G;X))

(R2) MB(GR; Int :To(G;CTh(�;  )) ^ Bel(G; �))
) MB(GR; Int :Th(G; ))

Performatives
The decision-making mechanism uses two performatives:
Declare andAssert .3 We model performatives as primi-
tive actions of the formPerf (G; �;GR�), wherePerf is
eitherDeclare orAssert ,G is an agent,GR� is a group of
agents that does not includeG, and� is a proposition. The
following axiom schema represents our simplifying assump-
tion that performatives have been executed (i.e., “done”) if
and only if the groupGR = GR� [ fGg mutually believe
they have been executed:

(P ) Done(G;Perf (G; �;GR�))
, MB(GR; Done(G;Perf (G; �;GR�)))

Thus, for example,G makes a declaration� to GR� if and
only if GR mutually believeG has made such a declaration.
For convenience, we use the following abbreviations:

Declared(G; �;GR�) = Done(G;Declare(G; �;GR�))

Asserted(G; �;GR�) = Done(G;Assert(G; �;GR�))

Declarations. In an arbitrary context, someone’s declar-
ing “I hereby dub theeSir Lancelot” may have no implica-
tions; however, if Queen Elizabeth II declares it in the con-
text of a royal ceremony, it will result in someone’s being
knighted. Agents use theDeclare performative to establish
certain propositions as mutually-believed institutional facts.
Following Searle (1998), we use constitutive rules of the
form,X counts asY in the contextC, to define the force of
declarative speech acts. We represent these rules as axioms
of the form,X ^C ) Y . For example, we might define the
force of the dubbing declaration as follows:

Declared(G1;Knighted(G2; SirLancelot); fG2g)

^ Royalty(G1)

) MB(fG1; G2g;Knighted(G2; SirLancelot))

Assertions. Agents useAssert to report their beliefs and
intentions to other agents. We assume that agents are truth-

2TheAdopt :Int :To andAdopt :Int :Th actions correspond to
a subset of the functions of Ortiz’Update action (Ortiz 1999b).

3Our specification of speech acts borrows from Cohen and
Levesque (1990). Cohen and Levesque (1997) derive the seman-
tics for request and commissive speech acts from the definition of
an “attempt.” We take a more direct approach. Ortiz (1999b) gives
an alternative definition of an attempt.

G2, T2

A2A1

G1, T1

A
GR = {G1, G2}

Figure 1: A methodMA for GR doingA

ful in their assertions.4 We also assume that if an agentG
asserts to some other agentsGR� that it holds a particular
belief or intention, then the result of that assertion is that
they all mutually believeG holds that belief or intention, as
represented by the following:

(SBel ) Asserted(G;Bel (G; );GR�)
) MB (GR;Bel(G; ))

(STo) Asserted(G; Int :To(G;X);GR�)
) MB (GR; Int :To(G;X))

(STh) Asserted(G; Int :Th(G; );GR�)
) MB (GR; Int :Th(G; ))

It follows from (SBel) and the definition of mutual belief
that if eachmember ofGR asserts to the other agents in
GR that it believes some , then the entire group mutually
believe :

Lemma 1. Given axiom schemata (SBel), the following is
valid for allGR and :

[(8G 2 GR)Asserted(G;Bel (G; );GR�)]
) MB(GR;  )

whereGR� (i.e., the “rest of the group”) implicitly depends
onG.

Throughout the rest of this paper, we assume a theory that
includes all instances of all axiom schemata introduced to
this point.

Methods and Full SharedPlans
We define amethodM for a group of agentsGR doing a
multi-agent actionA as a triple: hR;S;Bi, whereR is a
fixed recipe for doingA, S is a complete set of agent as-
signments for the subacts inR, andB is a complete set of
bindings for all the parameters ofA andR. For example,
Figure 1 gives a schematic representation of a methodMA

that specifies that the two-agent group,GR = fG1; G2g,
can do the multi-agent actionA using the recipefA1; A2g,
whereG1 does the primitive subactA1 at timeT1, andG2

doesA2 atT2.
To adopt (or commit to) a fully-specified SharedPlan

(FSP) means toestablishthe individual intentions and mu-
tual beliefs specified in the definition of theFSP meta-
predicate (Grosz and Kraus 1999; Hunsberger 1999). The
FSP requirements depend on the method being used. We
writeFM for the set of FSP requirements corresponding to
the methodM.

4Perrault(1990) addresses the problem of agents making asser-
tions they do not believe.



For the methodMA depicted in Figure 1, the FSP re-
quirements (i.e.,FMA

) reduce to the following:5

F1: MB(GR; Is :Recipe(fA1; A2g; A))

F2: MB(GR; CBA(G1; A1))

F3: MB(GR; CBA(G2; A2))

F4: MB(GR; Int :Th(G1;Done(GR; A)))

F5: MB(GR; Int :Th(G2;Done(GR; A)))

F6: Int :To(G1; A1) ^MB(GR; Int :To(G1; A1))

F7: MB(GR; Int :Th(G2; CBA(G1; A1)))

F8: Int :To(G2; A2) ^MB(GR; Int :To(G2; A2))

F9: MB(GR; Int :Th(G1; CBA(G2; A2)))

In general, the FSP requirements corresponding to some
methodM may be partitioned into two subsets which we
denoteF0

M
andFI

M
. The requirements inF0

M
involve mu-

tual beliefs pertaining only to the validity of the method
(i.e., that the recipe is valid and that the agents are able
to do their assigned subacts). Agents holding such mutual
beliefs need not be committed to doing anything. For the
example above,F0

MA
= fF1; F2; F3g. In contrast, the re-

quirements inFI
M involve agent commitments and mutual

beliefs about those commitments. For the example above,
FI
MA

= fF4; F5; F6; F7; F8; F9g.

Invoking a Method
When collaborating on some group activity, agents typically
begin with a partial plan that, over time, they elaborate into a
complete plan. Grosz and Kraus (1996, 1999) argue that cer-
tain planning (i.e., group decision making) processes should
be modeled as fixed, fully-specified SharedPlans (FSPs). In
a subsequent section, we present a generic group-decision-
making method. In this section, we describe how a group of
agents can adopt an FSP corresponding to such a method. In
particular, we describe how—given an arbitrary proposition
� and a decision-making methodM—a group’s adoption of
an FSP corresponding to the methodM may be triggered
by the group’s mutual belief that� holds. We call� the trig-
gering condition and we say that the group’s mutual belief
of � invokesthe method (or invokes the FSP corresponding
to the method). Sufficient requirements are:

(1) the groupGR mutually believe that the method is
valid (i.e., the mutual beliefs inF0

M
hold); and

(2) the groupGR mutually believe that they hold a cer-
tain set of background commitments (dependent on
bothM and�, as described below) that may be in-
terpreted as their willingness to adopt the FSP when
triggered.

We first describe the triggered invocation of an FSP corre-
sponding to the methodMA depicted in Figure 1. Let� be
an arbitrary triggering condition. LetCMA

(�) be a set con-
taining the following conditional commitments (dependent
on bothMA and�):

5Is:Recipe models that the given set of subacts constitutes a
recipe for the given action;CBA (“can bring about”) models an
agent’s ability to do an action (Grosz and Kraus 1999).

C1: Int :To(G1; CTh(�;Done(GR; A)))

C2: Int :To(G1; CTo(�;A1))

C3: Int :To(G1; CTh(�;CBA(G2; A2)))

C4: Int :To(G2; CTh(�;Done(GR; A)))

C5: Int :To(G2; CTo(�;A2))

C6: Int :To(G2; CTh(�;CBA(G1; A1)))

For example,C3 representsG1’s commitment (conditioned
on�) to adopt an intention thatG2 be able to doA2—which
is precisely what must be mutually believed to satisfy the
FSP requirementF9.

The following theorem says that if the groupGR mutually
believe both (1) that they hold the conditional commitments
in CMA

(�) and (2) that the triggering condition� holds, then
all of the FSP requirements inFI

MA
necessarily hold; hence,

if they also mutually believe that the method is valid (i.e.,
the FSP requirements inF0

MA
hold), then the FSP require-

ments corresponding to the methodMA necessarily hold
(i.e., the group has adopted the FSP corresponding to the
methodMA). In the theorem, the brackets aroundCMA

(�),
FMA

,FI
MA

andF0

MA
are used to represent the conjunction

of all the clauses in the bracketed set.

Theorem 1 (Special Case:M = MA). The following is
valid for allGR and�:

MB (GR; � ^ [CMA
(�)]) ) [FI ]; and hence:

MB (GR; � ^ [CMA
(�)]) ^ [F0] ) [FMA

].

[All proofs are omitted due to space limitations.]

Theorem 1 (General Version).Theorem 1 is easily gener-
alized to cover the triggered invocation of an FSP based on
an arbitrary methodM whose recipe includes any number
of primitive subacts and which involves a group of arbitrar-
ily many agents. The voting-based group-decision-making
mechanism described in the next section is based on such
a method. The more subacts and agents involved in the
method, the more numerous are the requirements inF0

M
and

FI
M

, and the more numerous are the conditional commit-
ments inCM(�); the basic idea, however, is the same.

Invoking an FSP to Make a Group Decision
In this section, we show how an agent can invoke a decision-
making FSP that a group of agents may use to make a
group decision. We describe a single voting-based decision-
making methodMV ; however any decision-making method
representable by an FSP may be similarly treated. Thus, the
presentation in this section has wide applicability to group
decision making in multi-agent systems. Without loss of
generality, we describe a scenario in which a particular agent
(G1) invokes the method.

A schematic for the voting methodMV is shown in
Figure 2. The method involves a groupGR of n agents:
G1; : : : ; Gn. The recipe hasn + 1 subacts, each of which
is a declarative speech act.D1 is the declaration used by
G1 to invoke the method;V2; : : : ; Vn are declarations by the
rest of the agents either to accept or reject the proposal con-
tained in the invoking declaration;Da is G1’s declaration
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Figure 2: A schematic for the voting methodMV

announcing the result of the voting. The axioms associated
with the declarations inMV (given below) ensure that ifG1

announces that the group has accepted the proposal, then the
group’s decision shall necessarily be established as a mutu-
ally believed fact.

LetF0

MV
andFI

MV
be the FSP requirements correspond-

ing to the methodMV . We assume that the group mutually
believe that the voting method is valid (i.e., that the mutual
beliefs inF0

MV
hold). LetCMV

(�V ) be the set of condi-
tional commitments corresponding to the methodMV and
the triggering condition�V , as described in the previous sec-
tion. (The triggering condition�V is defined below.) We as-
sume that the agents mutually believe that they hold the con-
ditional commitments inCMV

(�V ). Thus, by Theorem 1
(general version), mutual belief in�V is sufficient to trigger
the group’s adoption of the FSP corresponding toMV .

Without loss of generality, we consider a “simple selec-
tion” decision problem in which the group must select a sin-
gle item� from a fixed set�.

Invoking the Voting Method. G1’s initial declaration
is: Declare(G1; Invoked VM (G1;MV ; �);GR

�), where
MV includes the following parameters:

group:GR = fG1; : : : ; Gng invocation time:T1
voting time interval:Tv announcement time:Ta

and� includes the following additional parameters:

decision problem:(SelectItem;�)
proposal:� = (Select; �3)

The force ofG1’s declaration is defined by the following
axiom schema:

(S1) Declared(G1; Invoked VM (G1;MV ; �);GR
�)

) MB(GR; Invoked VM (G1;MV ; �))

Let �V be the following triggering condition:

Invoked VM (G1;MV ; �)

By schema (S1), G1’s initial declaration is sufficient to en-
sure that the group mutually believe�V . Thus, by The-
orem 1 (general version) the group necessarily adopts the
voting-mechanism FSP in response toG1’s invocation.

The Voting Phase. During the time intervalTv (a param-
eter inMV ), the agentsG2; : : : ; Gn must do the voting ac-
tionsV2; : : : ; Vn, respectively. Each vote is a declaration of

accepting or rejecting the proposal� (a parameter in�). Ax-
iom schema (S2) defines the force of a vote to accept�. The
force of a vote to reject� can be defined analogously.

(S2) Declared (G;Accepted(G; �); fG1g)
^MB(fG;G1g; Invoked VM (G1;MV ; �))
^ G 2 GR
^ G 6= G1

) MB (fG;G1g;Accepted(G; �))

The Announcement. After the voting interval,G1 an-
nounces the results of the voting to the rest of the group by
making the declaration:Declare(G1; �;GR

�), where� is
eitherGroupAccepted(GR; �) or GroupRejected(GR; �).
Due to space limitations, we only describe the announce-
ment to accept.

We provide a set of three constitutive rules—(S3), (S4)
and (S5) below—sufficient to ensure that ifG1 announces
the group decision to accept�, then that announcement es-
tablishes the group’s decision as a mutually-believed fact
(formalized in Theorem 2 below). We use three constitutive
rules rather than a single rule to explicitly show the assump-
tions sufficient to generate the desired result.

The rules have the following form:

(S3) X ^ C1 ) Y1;
(S4) X ^ (C1 ^ C2)) Y2, whereY1 ) C2; and
(S5) X ^ (C1 ^ Y2)) Y3.

In each rule,X stands forG1’s announcement. The result
(Y1) of the first rule enriches the context for the second rule;
the result (Y2) of the second rule enriches the context for the
third rule.

In the first rule (S3), G1’s announcement, in the context
of the group mutually believing thatG1 invoked the voting
mechanism, counts both as an assertion that each member
agent voted to accept the proposal and as establishing the
group’s mutual belief thatG1 accepted the proposal.

(S3) Declared (G1;GroupAccepted(GR; �);GR
�)

^MB(GR; Invoked VM (G1;MV ; �))
) Asserted(G1;Bel(G1;Accepted(G2; �));GR

�)
...
^ Asserted(G1;Bel(G1;Accepted(Gn; �));GR

�)
^MB(GR;Accepted(G1; �))

From Lemma 1, these assertions entail that the groupGR
mutually believe thatG1 believes that everyoneelsevoted
to accept:

(8G 2 GR�)MB(GR;Bel(G1;Accepted(G; �))).

In the second rule (S4), the context is enriched by the mu-
tual beliefs resulting from the first rule. In this context,G1’s
announcement counts as the group mutually believing that
everyone voted to accept�:

(S4) Declared (G1;GroupAccepted(GR; �);GR
�)

^MB(GR; Invoked VM (G1;MV ; �))
^ (8G 2 GR�)MB(GR;Bel(G1;Accepted(G; �)))
^MB(GR;Accepted(G1; �))
) (8G 2 GR)MB (GR;Accepted(G; �))



In the third rule (S5), the context includes the result of
the second rule. In this context,G1’s announcement counts
as establishing the group’s decision as a mutually believed
fact.

(S5) Declared(G1;GroupAccepted(GR; �);GR
�)

^MB(GR; Invoked VM (G1;MV ; �))
^ (8G 2 GR)MB (GR;Accepted(G; �))
) MB(GR;GroupAccepted(GR; �))

Theorem 2.Given axiom schemata,S2; : : : ; S5, the follow-
ing is valid:

Declared(G1;GroupAccepted(GR; �);GR
�)

^MB(GR; Invoked VM (G1;MV ; �))

) MB(GR;GroupAccepted(GR; �))

Applying the Mechanism to Collaborative
Planning

Agents collaborating on some group activity often cannot
adopt a fully specified plan for that activity in a single stroke.
Instead, they must make numerous decisions (e.g., which
recipe to use, which parameter values to use, or which agents
or subgroups to assign to the various subtasks) as they elabo-
rate their possibly-hierarchical partial plan into a more com-
plete plan. In this section, we describe how the voting mech-
anism from the previous section may be applied to the de-
cisions encountered by a group of agents collaborating on
some group activity. The key idea is that the definition of
the force of a vote to accept a proposal (given in schema
(S2) above) must be augmented according to the context de-
termined by the type of decision being voted on. Thus, for
example, a vote to use a particular recipe represents one set
of conditional commitments, while a vote to assign a fellow
agent to a particular subtask represents another set of com-
mitments.

We illustrate the use of the voting mechanism as a
general-purpose decision-making tool by showing how it
may be used by a group both to adopt a minimal Shared-
Plan (i.e., a plan for which no recipe has been selected and
no parameters have been bound) and to select a recipe for
that plan (which introduces new decision problems).

To simplify the presentation, we assume a weaker model
of the group’s commitment to the plan-elaboration process
than that used by Grosz and Kraus.6 In particular, for each
decision problem facing the group, we require only that the
group mutually believe that each agent intends that the group
find a way of resolving that problem.

Deciding to Adopt a Minimal SharedPlan (MSP). Sup-
poseG1 invokes the voting mechanism as described previ-
ously, but withGR = fG1; G2g and� containing the fol-
lowing different parameters:

6In addition, we conjecture that this weaker model, which
Grosz and Kraus (1999) use to model the group’s commitment to
finding values for the parameters of the group action, but not their
commitment to selecting a recipe or assigning agents to subtasks,
may be sufficient in many scenarios.

decision problem:Adopt MSP(A)

proposal:�1 = YES (i.e., adopt the MSP)

Thus,G1 proposes that the group adopt a minimal Shared-
Plan (MSP) to do the multi-agent actionA.

To adopt such a plan means to establish a subset of
the intentions and mutual beliefs in the definition of the
PSP (Partial SharedPlan) meta-predicate (Grosz and Kraus,
1999; Hunsberger, 1999). In this case, these requirements
reduce to the following (for eachGi in GR):

(M1) MB (GR; Int :Th(Gi;Done(GR; A)))

(M2) MB (GR; Int :Th(Gi;Recipe:Selected(GR; A)))

Let �1 = GroupAccepted(GR; �1). An agent voting to
adopt an MSP counts as that agent asserting that it intends,
in the event of�1 (i.e., in the event that the group decides to
accept the proposal), to adopt the intentions required of it in
(M1) and (M2), as follows.

(S6) MB (GR;Accepted(G; �1))
^ DecisionProblemType(�; Adopt MSP(A))
) Asserted(G; I1 ^ I2;GR

�)

whereI1 andI2 are given by:

I1 = Int :To(G;CTh(�1;Done(GR; A)))

I2 = Int :To(G;CTh(�1;Recipe:Selected(GR; A)))

Theorem 3 states that if a group of agents using this
decision-making mechanism decide to adopt a minimal
SharedPlan, then they will in fact adopt it.

Theorem 3. Given schemata,S2; : : : ; S6, the following is
valid:

Declared (G1;GroupAccepted(GR; �1);GR
�)

^MB(GR; Invoked VM (G1;MV ; �))

^ DecisionProblemType(�; Adopt MSP(A))

)MSP (GR; A)

Deciding to Select a Recipe. SupposeG1’s intention that
the group select a recipe leads7 G1 to invoke the voting
mechanism with a proposal that the group use the recipe
fA1; A2g (which introduces the unbound parametersT1 and
T2). To incorporate this decision into their existing plan re-
quires that they establish the following additional mutual be-
liefs (for eachGi in GR).

(M3) MB(GR; Int :Th(Gi;Agent :Assigned :To(A1)))

(M4) MB(GR; Int :Th(Gi;Agent :Assigned :To(A2)))

(M5) MB(GR; Int :Th(Gi;Params :Bound(fT1; T2g)))

These mutual beliefs may be established by a schema nearly
identical toS6 above.

Other Types of Decisions. Making other types of deci-
sions (e.g., to select an agent to do a subact or to bind a pa-
rameter) have slightly different requirements, but the general

7We use “leads” in the same sense as Grosz and Kraus (1999)
in their axioms of intention-that.



procedure remains the same. For example, if the group de-
cides thatG1 should doA1, then they must establish clauses
F2; F6 andF7 (discussed previously), which may be ensured
by augmenting the definition of the force of an accept vote
to make it count as an assertion of belief inG1’s ability to do
A1 and an assertion of conditional commitment correspond-
ing toC2 (forG1’s vote) orC6 (for G2’s vote).

Related Work
Many researchers are actively investigating frameworks for
reasoning about collective activity in multi-agent systems.
The role of communication is often recognized as crucial,
but there are few formal studies of mechanisms for group
decision making.

Werner (1990) distinguishes directive and informative
speech acts. A “pragmatic interpretation” of high-level mes-
sages is used to transform the information and intentional
states of agents. Werner also discusses the “institutional
effects” of certain “representative declarative” speech acts,
and gives examples of how directive and informative speech
acts may be used in “social cooperation.”

Cohen and Levesque (1997) derive the semantics for re-
quest and commissive speech acts from the definition of
an “attempt” such that certain requests followed by certain
commissive actions result in the formation of joint commit-
ments. In contrast, we propose a general mechanism for
group decision making and derive the adoption of a Shared-
Plan as a special case. Cohen and Levesque (1997) do not
discuss declarative speech acts.

The set of background conditions that enable certain
speech acts to directly invoke the voting mechanism in our
work is comparable to the locker-room agreements pre-
sented by Stone and Veloso (1999). Both approaches can
be viewed as mutually-believed commitment by the group
members to “do the right thing at the right time.” The
main difference is that the locker-room agreement is used
to execute a plan in the absence of reliable communica-
tion, whereas the voting mechanism in our work is used
to dynamically establish decisions needed in elaborating a
partially-specified plan.

Conclusions
The aim of the paper is to more fully specify the dynamic
evolution of a partial SharedPlan to a more complete plan.
The SharedPlans formalization of collaboration (Grosz and
Kraus 1999) stipulates that collaborating agents must com-
mit to certain decision-making processes (namely, adopting
the initial commitment, selecting a recipe, assigning agents
to subtasks, and identifying action parameters) but does not
specify those processes. We have presented a mechanism
for group decision making that may be applied to all of these
types of decision.

The decision-making mechanism is modeled as a fixed,
fully-specified SharedPlan (FSP) that can be directly in-
voked. We have provided conditions sufficient to ensure that
the group will automatically adopt such an FSP as soon as
they come to mutually believe a given triggering condition
holds. We provided theDeclare speech act to enable agents

to establish mutual belief of a triggering condition. The def-
inition of the force of theDeclare speech act was specified
using Searle’s constitutive rule (i.e., “the performance of X
in the context C counts as Y”). TheAssert speech act was
used to define the consequences of certain declarations.

We illustrated how the decision-making mechanism can
be used to adopt a SharedPlan as well as to make the vari-
ous decisions needed to elaborate a partially-specified plan,
provided that the context C in the constitutive rules is prop-
erly managed. Furthermore, the techniques presented in this
paper provide a solid foundation for formalizing the process
of group decision making based on any mechanism repre-
sentable by an FSP.
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